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Abstract 

Virtual assembly with the aid of computer virtual reality technology can realize the 
design and planning of assembly process, improve product production efficiency and 
reduce economic cost. Path planning is an important development direction of virtual 
assembly,the research of path planning technology in virtual assembly environment is 
very important for assembly path design in complex environment. In this paper, a deep 
q-network algorithm based on Fuzzy Bayes is proposed and tested in virtual assembly 
environment, concluded that the depth q-network algorithm based on Fuzzy Bayes has 
better trafficability and planning efficiency in the complex environment with narrow 
space. 
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1. Preface 

This year, With the rapid development of virtual reality technology, it provides a new solution 
for industrial simulation assembly technology.Virtual reality technology is applied to the 
assembly design of mechanical and electrical products, and the virtual assembly technology is 
born. Virtual assembly is an important part of virtual manufacturing, By using computer to 
simulate the real assembly operation and demonstrate the assembly process with visual tools, 
problems can be found as soon as possible and a more reasonable assembly scheme can be 
formulated. This method saves time and effort, improves performance, easily finds problems, 
and can be modified in time. It greatly shortens the R & D and manufacturing cycle of products, 
reduces the cost of products and improves the competitiveness of products.In virtual assembly, 
assembly path planning technology can realize the automatic generation of path, which can 
greatly reduce the economic cost. Therefore, the research of automatic path planning 
technology has practical significance for virtual assembly.In this paper, we use reference [1] to 
find the shortest path of the document; In reference [2], an improved A* algorithm is proposed 
to solve the robot path planning problem, and the experimental results show that the success 
rate of the improved algorithm is higher than that of the original A* algorithm. 

Reference [3] searched randomly assigned nodes in the space, and calculated and selected the 
shortest route.In reference [4], a new particle swarm optimization algorithm based on non-
uniform Markov chain is constructed, which provides a new method for intelligent robot path 
planning.In reference [5], the path planning ability of robot is trained by using full convolution 
neural network and fast extended random tree algorithm.Reference [6] combines human-
computer interaction guidance and path solving algorithm to guide the generation of assembly 
path.In reference [7], the artificial potential field local optimization algorithm is introduced into 
ant colony algorithm to improve the convergence speed of global path planning.In reference [8], 
an improved particle swarm optimization algorithm is proposed to optimize the path of solder 
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joint detection of circuit board.Throughout the research status at our countryand abroad, path 
planning technology has made great progress, but in the complex environment, how to 
successfully model, how to plan the path is still a very important problem.In addition, the 
research on virtual assembly path planning is less successful, and the practical application is 
even less. 

In this paper, an improved deep reinforcement learning algorithm is proposed to solve the 
problem of narrow space in complex environment and through the experiment to compare and 
verify. 

2. Algorithm Model 

In this paper, the deep Q-network algorithm in deep reinforcement learning is used to solve the 
path planning problem of virtual assembly, and the fuzzy Bayesian decision-making algorithm 
is proposed to solve the problem of exploration and utilization.Firstly, the prior knowledge in 
exploration is obtained by using fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method to synthesize various 
factors.Then the Bayesian decision algorithm updates the posterior distribution based on the 
known prior probability distribution.Finally, actions are selected according to posterior 
distribution to generate decisions to optimize the path planning of virtual assembly.  

2.1. Deep Q Network Algorithm 

Deep Q network algorithm [13] is mainly composed of Q-learning and deep convolutional 
neural network (CNN) [10,11,12]. Q-learning is a reinforcement learning algorithm with 
different strategies. 

The learning process of Q-learning is as follows: 

In the first stage: the agent chooses action a to interact with the environment according to the 
 -greedy algorithm under the condition of randomly given state s; 

In the second stage: after the agent performs action a, the current state changes and enters the 
next state. At the same time, the environment will give the agent an immediate feedback 
(reward or punishment). 

In the third stage, the R matrix is constructed with the state as the row and the action as the 
column, and the real-time feedback of the environment to the agent after the action a is 
executed in the state s is stored in the R matrix; 

The fourth stage: according to R matrix, P matrix is calculated to guide the agent's action. The P 
matrix is composed of state and action key value pairs (state action value function, Q value).The 
greedy strategy is used to evaluate and improve the Q value, and the formula (1) is used to 
update the Q value and converge to the optimal Q value; 

The fifth stage: according to the P matrix, select the action with the largest value function (Q *, 
the best return) in each state, and generate the action sequence.The update formula of state 
action value function is as follows: 

 
)],(),(max),,([),(),( 11 asQasQassRasQasQ tt
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+                               (1) 

 

Where st and st+1represent the current state and the next state respectively, and a represents 
the action selected by the agent, Q(st,a)fers to the state action Q value of agent a in statest, 
represents learning rate, R(st,st+1,a)refers to immediate feedback given by environment when 
agent performs action a and current state is transferred from a tost+1. is discount factor, which 
indicates the influence of future feedback on the current. The smallerγis, the moreγattention 

the agent pays to the immediate feedback brought by the recent decision, and ),,(max 1 asQ t
a


+



represents the optimal value function for predicting the next state. 
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In Q-learning, a Q-function Q (s, a) is defined to represent the feedback that can be obtained by 
taking action a in state S. the Q-value is constantly updated by iteration. If the Q-function is 
accurate enough and the environment is certain, the strategy of selecting the maximum Q-value 
action can be adopted. 

The traditional action value P matrix is mainly realized by the lookup table [14], and the Q value 
is stored in a Q table.However, when the state increases, the number of agents' actions increases 
exponentially, which makes the data difficult to store. 

In practice, some unprocessed images are often used to represent the state, so it is difficult to 
apply Q-learning to practical problems. However, deep convolution neural network can extract 
feature information from images, abstract and classify them,etc.So we use deep convolution 
neural network to simulate Q function. Therefore, DQN algorithm uses CNN to solve the 
dimension disaster problem of P matrix in Q-learning.The process is as follows: 

Firstly, when inputting the state, the current state is represented by the images of different 
observable environments and their position information of the agent. Then Use CNN to extract 
abstract features for each different state, so as to reduce the dimension of the original high-
dimensional state space and make it easy to store; Secondly, CNN evaluates and selects the 
strategy of agents every k frames.Among them, the skip frame keeps the original selection 
strategy unchanged;Then, the exploration environment stores the collected data in the form of 

memory unit ),,,( 11 ++ tttt sras  in the experience playback cache.In this algorithm, ts  and ta  are 

the States and selected actions in time step ‘t’, and then randomly select samples from the 

experience playback buffer to train the neural network;Finally, the CNN with parameter i  is 

used to approximate the Q value, and the approximation value function );,( iasf   is established 

to approximate the optimal value function Q*, where ‘s’ and ‘a’ are the current state and action 

of the agent respectively, and i  is the parameter of the i-th iteration, and the corresponding Q 

value of each state is output. 

In DQN algorithm, the mean square error is used to define the target loss function, and the 
target Q value in Q learning is taken as the label. The target Q value is represented by 

Aa
ttt asQassR


+ + ),(max),,( 1   in formula (1). The target loss function value is calculated according 

to the deviation between the target Q value and the predicted output. The loss function is 
optimized by the synchronous training method of Q-learning algorithm and random gradient 
descent method to minimize the loss function value.The loss function is defined as follows: 
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Among them, ts  and 1+ts  represent the current state and the next state respectively, a and a` 

respectively represent the action selected by the current state and the action selected by the 

next state,  is the parameter of CNN, ‘r’ is the instant feedback, )10(   is the discount 

factor, ),,(max 1 asQ t
a


+

  is the optimal value function of the prediction after executing the action 

a' on the next state, and ),,( asQ t  is the Q value of the current prediction output. 

2.2. Fuzzy Bayesian Decision Algorithm with Prior Knowledge 

Quantitative evaluation of various factors to make decisions.Fuzzy Bayesian decision algorithm 
with prior knowledge [15,16,17],The steps are as follows: 

Step 1: construct the factor set U of fuzzy comprehensive decision-making method, and the 
factor set u is the set of all factors affecting the decision-making. Set the action set a and state 
set s of Q learning, and divide the state set s according to factor set U; 
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Step 2: construct fuzzy evaluation matrix Ef and weight set W according to experts' 
experience.According to the factor set U and fuzzy evaluation matrix Ef, through the weight set 
W, all States si ,i=1,2,…,k. The superiority degree of each decision under K is given by the 
superiority vector Bi, i=1,2,…,, K means.Then, the Bi of each state si is normalized, and the result 
is used as the prior knowledge of Q learning to initialize the Q value of state si; 

Step 3: start Q learning. In the time step t, according to the current state st, select action aj to 

reach the new state st+1, get an immediate return ),( jt asr , and update the Q value; 

In the learning process, Boltzmann method is used to calculate the probability )( jap  to select 

the action randomly. Probability )( jap  is defined as follows: 
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Where ),( jasQ  is the Q value of the state s-action aj pair, T is the temperature parameter in the 

annealing process. The larger T is, the greater the probability of random sampling is; 

Step 4: the posterior probability distribution is calculated by Bayes formula, and the improved 
Bayes formula (5) is obtained by combining the action and state in Q-learning with formula 
(4),The definition is as follows: 
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Among them, )( tsp  is the probability of occurrence of statest, )|( jt asp  is the probability of 

selecting action aj, )|( jt asp  is the probability of state transferring to st after selecting action aj, 

and )|( tj sap  is the probability of agent selecting action aj in state st; 

Step 5: compare the Bayesian risk of making a decision immediately in the state st with the 
expected posterior Bayesian risk from the next state observation. The loss function is calculated 
by formula (2), and the minimum posterior risk is obtained by optimizing the loss function 
according to the synchronous training method of Q-learning algorithm and random gradient 
descent method; 

Step 6 repeat the above steps until the end of the study. The optimal action sequence is selected 
to generate the decision. 

3. Analysis of Experimental Results 

The experiment is based on OpenAI Gym environment library and implemented by TensorFlow, 
a simulation environment with unreachable state is established randomly based on OpenAI 
Gym environment library. 

The experiment shows that although the fuzzy Bayesian deep Q network algorithm takes more 
time to explore the environment and consumes a certain amount of time to explore the 
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environment, the path will be re optimized immediately. When the number of steps reaches 
120, the path tends to be stable. 

In order to verify the planning efficiency of deep q-network in virtual assembly path planning 
in narrow space, this paper compares the experimental results of the traditional fast expanding 
random tree algorithm(Rapid-exploration Random Tree, RRT) [18,19,20] and the improved 
fuzzy Bayesian depth q-network in the same simulation environment. 

 

Table 1. Comparison of planning efficiency between RRT algorithm and fuzzy Bayesian deep 
Q network algorithm 

 50% 40% 30% 20% 10% 

RRT[25] 40.0184527 39.4535781 34.5006577 31.5828547 321.0748215 

RRT[100] 3.1327235 3.0223597 3.2958478 3.9965231 30.6325810 

FB-DQN 2.6912584 2.7098782 2.8379538 2.6258714 2.5997448 

 

The above table shows the efficiency comparison chart of the two algorithms. It can be seen 
from the comparison that the planning efficiency of RRT algorithm depends on the setting of 
search step size. However, in this experiment, when the step size is too large, it will deviate 
from the minimum width of the free space in the global map, resulting in planning failure. 
Although the path planning time is reduced to a certain extent, the success rate also decreases. 
However, the fuzzy Bayesian depth Q-network algorithm does not need to set the search step 
size, and has stable planning efficiency and short planning time under different global traffic 
degrees. In the narrow space, using the fuzzy Bayesian depth Q network algorithm for path 
planning has better planning efficiency. Therefore, in the narrow space, using deep Q-network 
algorithm to solve the path planning problem of virtual assembly has better trafficability and 
planning efficiency. 

4. Epilogue 

In this paper, fuzzy Bayesian decision-making algorithm and fuzzy Bayesian depth Q-network 
algorithm with prior knowledge are proposed. The experimental results show that the 
proposed algorithm has good trafficability and planning efficiency for virtual assembly path 
planning, and achieves the expected goal. 
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